BRENT ROBINSON '99
Past Case Alumni Association Scholarship Winner

Major: Civil Engineering
Graduate Degrees: Master of Science from North Carolina State University, 2006; Ph.D. Candidate, North Carolina State University

Academic Achievement:
Domenic Nero Memorial Scholarship; Summa cum laude; Tau Beta Pi

Work experience since graduation:
Research and Senior Engineer at GRL Engineers, Inc., in Solon, Ohio. GRL was founded by Case alumni Frank Rausche and Garland Likins with their former graduate advisor, Dr. George Goble. The firm provides testing and analysis of driven and drilled deep foundation elements for structures on land and marine environments in the United States and around the world.

My CAA scholarship . . .
"Was an important part of financing my education. It was also a tangible reminder of the success and generosity of the graduates of Case Institute of Technology and Case Western Reserve University that came before me."

I wished I spent more time . . .
"Taking advantage of the other institutions in University Circle. They are world class."

My advice for today's engineering students is . . .
"To engage your professors, graduate and undergraduate students. There is a lot to learn outside of the classroom."

I believe that engineering is . . .
"An opportunity to see the world and to make it a little bit better."

My advice for new graduates is . . .
"To find opportunities between disciplines or where they overlap. Professions are made by mixing different schools of engineering and scientific thought."

"I believe that engineering is an opportunity to see the world and to make it a little bit better."
~ Brent Robinson '99